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Corpus 1:
Into the Other Dimension
Although the fictional, both visual and allegorical, is a constant theme in
Antuan’s contemporary art practice, many of his works have also investigated
precarious balances and the possibility of a collapse. Similarly, his work also
delineates a perspective facing art, while displaying strategies that radiate a
certain certitude and destiny on his exhibited narrative. There is always an
absolute path in his ironies and questioning of the state of things.
The healing capacity of Antuan’s very personal vision is captured in this
journey through key issues in his life as cartography of experiences, influences,
feelings, places, and people. This healing capacity provides the catalyst, for
an unexpected personal transformation into a contemporary artist.
Within this framework we encounter his works in an expressive itinerary of
installations, mixed media and video, interpreting human thought and reality,
plunging energy in the combination and variants of myth, metaphor and
archetype. Antuan’s pluralistic perspective itself constitutes a middle-ground
between created and realist approaches to meanings, which leave viewers
with more paths to follow and tales to spin.

Corpus 2:
The Other Dimension or Places of Universal Intimacy
The Other Dimension shows an artist, who considers the universe, the infinite
and the eternal from a range of differing scientific, philosophical, and cultural
positions integrated into one proposal while engaging the viewer in the
enigma and awe of universal concepts. But he is also concerned with shifts
in the geopolitical order caused by the digital revolution, shifting science
paradigms, and changing contemporary visual expression trends, matched
with unsettled tensions between diverging belief systems.
The post-contemporary cultural scene is an admixture of cross-cultural
ascendancy, fused, patch-worked, and stratified. Disengaged and fluent,
culture is hybrid and interstitial, propelled among territories of meaning. In that
context, The Other Dimension is an artistic proposal creating places of
universal intimacy and an opportunity for equilibrium in our positive inner
thoughts. The result is an efficient and deeply moving experience for the viewer.
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“I work diverse and mixed media in art.
Art has a great relationship with
seduction. I like that art may alter our
perception. It scripts history and feeds
on the present to denounce the future.
More than aesthetics, art is history.
There are two recurrent elements in my
art: the object and the human form.”
–Antuan
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Om Mani Padme Hum

The culture and thought of well-being in Antuan’s work seem as a strategy
centered on notions of secrets, esoteric knowledge, and hidden meaning
taken from history. His artwork and installations integrate these models and
account for the effectiveness of imagination as symbolic healing in an
allusion to preserving human existence in and beyond art.
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“Om Mani Padme Hum”
Video, 5 min
Production Alquimia Films-Luchi Estevez
2016.

words that kill

Antuan’s work possesses a therapeutic mirror strategy, by which the
observer receives visual feedback to configure a new map of perceived
reality through inclusive metaphors of reality fragments and the preciousness
of experiences. Antuan’s production seems never to cease, as if there is
more to come, pieces made of objects of use, fragments and parts, add-ons,
characterized more by their components than as a methodological strategy.
Antuan’s artworks and installations keep each individual component in its
own distinctive realm of meanings and symbols. Through their identity they
function as hosts of true meaning, giving the viewers a symbolic proof of
origin in which everything has a position set firmly in the present.
Nevertheless, Antuan’s creative strategy seems beyond the walls of the “white
cube.” While keeping prudent distance from alien interests whether political,
economic or social, and/or the demands of politicians, sponsors, managers,
professionals and large audiences, Antuan remains observant of what
Nobel Prize laureate Mario Vargas Llosa calls the “culture of entertainment.”
His work, therefore, provides a window into the lives of others. As he states
in reference to his installations, “I enjoy it if my proposals facilitate an
unrestricted interaction between the public and the work. And a work of art
may be shared with communities through the processes of elaboration,
execution, and installation.”
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“Words That Kill”
Antuan
Room installation mixed media
2011

the other Dimension

The Other Dimension reveals an artist who sees the universe and the infinite
from a range of diverse scientific, philosophical and cultural perspectives,
integrated into one single approach. His work, besides its conceptual appeal,
of formal and spatial resolution, engages viewers and their questions and
enigmas concerning the concepts of the universe and communication. It also
confronts shifts in the geopolitical order resulting from the digital revolution
and the codes and paradigms of the sciences and changes in contemporary
currents of visual expression; cartographies that trace the unsettled tensions
that currently exist among society’s diverging belief systems.
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“2-projection”
stainless steel
variable
2015

Changing Our Fables
Societies are facing issues specific to the emergence of the 21st century,
mass migration, climate change, and economic collapse, in an increasingly
uncertain world. Antuan’s artistic conceptual framework and resulting art
objects address these global issues without losing the immediate local
context through a socially observing arts practice. For him a work of art holds
no utopias, but ideas made real and imposed on the world through the
temporary harmony of art.
It is within this context that the art works proposed by Antuan become relevant
within the study of contemporary art. He inscribes his artistic proposals, his
lines of thought, within the crossed territories of history and imagination, when
he states “I approach my research and artistic experimentation to create
works that have the precarious balance and the possibility of collapse linked to
the constant human concern for universal communication through form,
symbols and codes.”
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“The Two Faces of the Coin”
Bronze
2011

About the Artist – Antuan Rodriguez

Antuan was born in Villa Clara, Cuba, January 9, 1972. He is a graduate of
the Elemental School of Art, Eva Olga Alonso, Villa Clara, 1985; the San
Alejandro National Academy of Arts, Havana, Cuba, 1987; and received a
B.A. in Fine Arts from the Universidad Félix Varela, Villa Clara, Cuba, 1996.
With an intense training in visual arts and an emphasis in sculpture and
tridimensional work, Antuan leaves Cuba for France to continue his training
and education in art. In 1997 he obtains his Master in Bronze Casting under
the direction of sculptor Josep Castell in Perpignan, France. In 1998 he
moves to Spain and receives a Fine Arts Scholarship granted by Bancaja
Foundation, Valencia, Spain specializing in a Master Program in Iron and
Resin at the Atelier D’Art Ros Mari in Valencia, Spain.
In 2010 he designs and produces Base Paint, Epic, Miami, FL, during Art
Basel Miami Beach, a monumental humanitarian project through which
Caribbean artists intervened to decorate tents used as classrooms for
Haitian children victims of the earthquake. The project was also presented
and widely acclaimed in Port Au Prince.
His work has been studied and assessed by critics and curators such as
Paco Barragan (Spain), Noel Smith (USA), Dennys Matos (Cuba), Jorge Luis
Gutierrez (USA-Venezuela) and Orlando Britto Jinorio (Spain) among others.
Antuan is included in many art reviews, articles and books including Latino
America Al Limite/Arte Latino Americano Contemporaneo, Chile, 2014;
Art.Es Magazine, Spain, 2015; Primera Trienal Internacional del Caribe,
Santo Domingo, 2010; and the Panama Biennial, 2013. His latest exhibitions
and venues include Global Caribbean IV, Miami, USA, 2012; Centro de Arte
Contemporaneo, Cadiz, Spain, 2014; Instituto Buena Bista and IPS Center
for Contemporary Art, Aruba, 2014. VideoConcreta, Matucana 100 Art
Center, Chile 2015; CINTAS Foundation Fellows Finalist Exhibition, Freedom
Tower Museum of Art Design, Miami, 2016; and a solo exhibition Vibración
7.8 at the Museum of Modern Art, Santo Domingo, 2016.
Coming from a peripheral country (Cuba), and later a stranger to an historical
Europe and pragmatic USA, his “uprootedness” has contributed to the
building of a more independent and non-partisan retelling of reality and
representation. Antuan is a real Miami contemporary artist.

“Human Flower of Life”
2016
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Corpus 3:
The Objectivity of the Stranger
The Other Dimension holds the creative liberty of shifting space and time
according to how the artist wishes to adopt his proposal to the selected
museological context of the work.
Coming from a peripheral country (Cuba), and later a stranger to a historical
Europe and the pragmatic United States, Antuan’s “uprootedness” contributes
to a more independent and non-partisan account of reality and representation,
through what Georg Simmel called “the objectivity of the Stranger.” Legitimate
interpretations are shaped real and prescribed in his world through the
momentary affinity to art. Ultimately his reply is idyllic, setting the universe as
a vacuum replete with potential yet with enigma.
Antuan is part of a daring group of artists contributing to creative communities
that energize the cities of which they are part. They initiate a cultural industry that
contributes to the scope of creative, spiritual, economic, and entrepreneurial
activities. Able to create transcendental, playful and universal collective
goods, Antuan is a superb representation of a Miami contemporary artist:
diverse, resilient, reinvented, imagined.
-Jorge Luis Gutierrez, Curator

“Content”
stainless steel
2015

3

Left or right

An interactive three dimensional installation “Left or Right” invites the
audience into an interactive participation. Antuan displays the objects in his
artworks and installations, in confrontation to contradictory icons. In the
installation Left or Right the artist inscribes his artistic proposals, his lines of
thought within the crossed territories of history, politics and imagination. He
accentuates the development and transformation of the original meaning of
each piece he creates. Antuan clearly believes in the archaeological qualities
of the contemporary object and the transformation possibilities of the original
meaning of each object he works with. Left and Right, is not only a
statement on dogmatism, fanaticism, authoritarianism and totalitarian
human visions, present in many of our everyday conducts, but which we
tend to coin on politicians, as a kind of subterfuge to exit social
responsibilities. The installation becomes a social statement, but through
voluntary interaction of the visitor it becomes also a discharge therapy.

“Left or Right”
Installation
Mixed media
2004
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Human Universal Code:

– Ser Humano
– Human Being

– Humano Sin Salud
– Human Without Health

– Adolescente
– Adolescent

– Niño
– Child

– Cuerpo Muerto
– Dead Body

– Seres Humanos en Contradicción
– Human Beings in Contradiction

– Gran Ser Humano de Luz
– Great Illuminated Human Being

– La Pareja de Amor
– Loving Couple

– Grupos
– Groups

– Escalera de Niveles Sociales
– Scale of Social Levels

– Altura de Población
– Population Height

– Unión de Humanos
– Union of Humans

– Sol
– Sun

– Estrellas
– Stars

– Planetas
– Planets

– Lunas
– Moons

– Los Cinco Anillos:
•Tierra •Agua •Fuego •Viento •Vacio
– The Five Rings:
•Earth •Water •Fire •Wind •Emptiness

– Antena
– Antenna

– 4 Puntos Cardinales
– 4 Cardinal Points

– Triángulo-Nave de Luz Receptor de Energia
– Triangle-Light Ship Energy Receiver

– Sonidos y Contenidos
– Sounds and Contents

– Preguntas
– Questions

“Infinity”
24 x 24
Aluminum
2016
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Archelogy of paths

"One must always maintain one’s connection to the past and yet
ceaselessly pull away from it. To remain in touch with the past
requires a love of memory.
To remain in touch with the past requires a constant imaginative effort."
–Bachelard, Gaston. Fragments of a Poetics of Fire
Antuan circumscribes the elements which keep him in connection with his
own origins, defining geographic places, which display a universal means of
symbolism, never losing his ability to search. His artworks have the therapy
of the mirror strategy, from which the observer receives visual feedback to
configure a new map of his perceived reality through all inclusive metaphors
of reality fragments and the preciousness of the experience created by the
artist. Antuan’s artworks seem never to cease, as if there is more to come,
artworks made of objects of use, fragments, and parts, add-ons,
characterized more by its components than as a methodological strategy.
The works in the Archeology of Path gives us a window into the lives of
others. Creating visual narratives of our times.regarding universall matters
from our societies, facing issues specific to the emergence of the 21st
century, such as; mass migration, climate change and economic instability,
in an increasingly uncertain world. Antuan’s artistic conceptual framework
and resulting art objects address these global issues without losing the
immediate local context through a socially observing arts practice.

“Interpretations”
Series of 54 drawings
15 x 17 inches
2015-2016
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Vibration 7.8

Vibration is a mechanical based on the vibration phenomenon present in all
elements of nature and human action. The artist reshapes oscillations in
search of a desired equilibrium point. Departing from sound waves the artists
minimizes unwanted vibrations, expressed through his own spatial narrative.
This gallery contains a series of works which reinterpret the principles of
transit sound and vibration.

“Vibration 7.8 –Red”
Acrylic on canvas
84 x 56 inches
2016

7

On the Verge of the Other Dimension
Antuan’s latest stage of exploration, research, and production, The Other
Dimension, presents an approach related to the constant human concern for
universal communication through forms, symbols and codes. Once again,
his work connects the methodologies of artistic production in harmony with
the tactics of scientific abstraction and social thinking. This new strategy
represents a key shift in Antuan’s extensive body of work. It’s the closing of
a cycle and the beginning of a new conceptual and formal approach.

“Renaissance”
Photograph printed on stainless steel
52 x 42 inches
2016
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Changing Our Fables
Societies are facing issues specific to the emergence of the 21st century,
mass migration, climate change, and economic collapse, in an increasingly
uncertain world. Antuan’s artistic conceptual framework and resulting art
objects address these global issues without losing the immediate local
context through a socially observing arts practice. For him a work of art holds
no utopias, but ideas made real and imposed on the world through the
temporary harmony of art.
It is within this context that the art works proposed by Antuan become relevant
within the study of contemporary art. He inscribes his artistic proposals, his
lines of thought, within the crossed territories of history and imagination, when
he states “I approach my research and artistic experimentation to create
works that have the precarious balance and the possibility of collapse linked to
the constant human concern for universal communication through form,
symbols and codes.”
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“The Two Faces of the Coin”
Bronze
2011
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Corpus 1:
Into the Other Dimension

About the Artist – Antuan Rodriguez

Although the fictional, both visual and allegorical, is a constant theme in
Antuan’s contemporary art practice, many of his works have also investigated
precarious balances and the possibility of a collapse. Similarly, his work also
delineates a perspective facing art, while displaying strategies that radiate a
certain certitude and destiny on his exhibited narrative. There is always an
absolute path in his ironies and questioning of the state of things.

Antuan was born in Villa Clara, Cuba, January 9, 1972. He is a graduate of
the Elemental School of Art, Eva Olga Alonso, Villa Clara, 1985; the San
Alejandro National Academy of Arts, Havana, Cuba, 1987; and received a
B.A. in Fine Arts from the Universidad Félix Varela, Villa Clara, Cuba, 1996.
With an intense training in visual arts and an emphasis in sculpture and
tridimensional work, Antuan leaves Cuba for France to continue his training
and education in art. In 1997 he obtains his Master in Bronze Casting under
the direction of sculptor Josep Castell in Perpignan, France. In 1998 he
moves to Spain and receives a Fine Arts Scholarship granted by Bancaja
Foundation, Valencia, Spain specializing in a Master Program in Iron and
Resin at the Atelier D’Art Ros Mari in Valencia, Spain.

The healing capacity of Antuan’s very personal vision is captured in this
journey through key issues in his life as cartography of experiences, influences,
feelings, places, and people. This healing capacity provides the catalyst, for
an unexpected personal transformation into a contemporary artist.
Within this framework we encounter his works in an expressive itinerary of
installations, mixed media and video, interpreting human thought and reality,
plunging energy in the combination and variants of myth, metaphor and
archetype. Antuan’s pluralistic perspective itself constitutes a middle-ground
between created and realist approaches to meanings, which leave viewers
with more paths to follow and tales to spin.

Corpus 2:
The Other Dimension or Places of Universal Intimacy
The Other Dimension shows an artist, who considers the universe, the infinite
and the eternal from a range of differing scientific, philosophical, and cultural
positions integrated into one proposal while engaging the viewer in the
enigma and awe of universal concepts. But he is also concerned with shifts
in the geopolitical order caused by the digital revolution, shifting science
paradigms, and changing contemporary visual expression trends, matched
with unsettled tensions between diverging belief systems.

In 2010 he designs and produces Base Paint, Epic, Miami, FL, during Art
Basel Miami Beach, a monumental humanitarian project through which
Caribbean artists intervened to decorate tents used as classrooms for
Haitian children victims of the earthquake. The project was also presented
and widely acclaimed in Port Au Prince.
His work has been studied and assessed by critics and curators such as
Paco Barragan (Spain), Noel Smith (USA), Dennys Matos (Cuba), Jorge Luis
Gutierrez (USA-Venezuela) and Orlando Britto Jinorio (Spain) among others.
Antuan is included in many art reviews, articles and books including Latino
America Al Limite/Arte Latino Americano Contemporaneo, Chile, 2014;
Art.Es Magazine, Spain, 2015; Primera Trienal Internacional del Caribe,
Santo Domingo, 2010; and the Panama Biennial, 2013. His latest exhibitions
and venues include Global Caribbean IV, Miami, USA, 2012; Centro de Arte
Contemporaneo, Cadiz, Spain, 2014; Instituto Buena Bista and IPS Center
for Contemporary Art, Aruba, 2014. VideoConcreta, Matucana 100 Art
Center, Chile 2015; CINTAS Foundation Fellows Finalist Exhibition, Freedom
Tower Museum of Art Design, Miami, 2016; and a solo exhibition Vibración
7.8 at the Museum of Modern Art, Santo Domingo, 2016.
Coming from a peripheral country (Cuba), and later a stranger to an historical
Europe and pragmatic USA, his “uprootedness” has contributed to the
building of a more independent and non-partisan retelling of reality and
representation. Antuan is a real Miami contemporary artist.

The post-contemporary cultural scene is an admixture of cross-cultural
ascendancy, fused, patch-worked, and stratified. Disengaged and fluent,
culture is hybrid and interstitial, propelled among territories of meaning. In that
context, The Other Dimension is an artistic proposal creating places of
universal intimacy and an opportunity for equilibrium in our positive inner
thoughts. The result is an efficient and deeply moving experience for the viewer.
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“Human Flower of Life”
2016
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Corpus 3:
The Objectivity of the Stranger
The Other Dimension holds the creative liberty of shifting space and time
according to how the artist wishes to adopt his proposal to the selected
museological context of the work.
Coming from a peripheral country (Cuba), and later a stranger to a historical
Europe and the pragmatic United States, Antuan’s “uprootedness” contributes
to a more independent and non-partisan account of reality and representation,
through what Georg Simmel called “the objectivity of the Stranger.” Legitimate
interpretations are shaped real and prescribed in his world through the
momentary affinity to art. Ultimately his reply is idyllic, setting the universe as
a vacuum replete with potential yet with enigma.

“I work diverse and mixed media in art.
Art has a great relationship with
seduction. I like that art may alter our
perception. It scripts history and feeds
on the present to denounce the future.
More than aesthetics, art is history.
There are two recurrent elements in my
art: the object and the human form.”

Antuan is part of a daring group of artists contributing to creative communities
that energize the cities of which they are part. They initiate a cultural industry that
contributes to the scope of creative, spiritual, economic, and entrepreneurial
activities. Able to create transcendental, playful and universal collective
goods, Antuan is a superb representation of a Miami contemporary artist:
diverse, resilient, reinvented, imagined.
-Jorge Luis Gutierrez, Curator

–Antuan
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“Content”
stainless steel
2015

3

Left or right

GallerY Map:

An interactive three dimensional installation “Left or Right” invites the
audience into an interactive participation. Antuan displays the objects in his
artworks and installations, in confrontation to contradictory icons. In the
installation Left or Right the artist inscribes his artistic proposals, his lines of
thought within the crossed territories of history, politics and imagination. He
accentuates the development and transformation of the original meaning of
each piece he creates. Antuan clearly believes in the archaeological qualities
of the contemporary object and the transformation possibilities of the original
meaning of each object he works with. Left and Right, is not only a
statement on dogmatism, fanaticism, authoritarianism and totalitarian
human visions, present in many of our everyday conducts, but which we
tend to coin on politicians, as a kind of subterfuge to exit social
responsibilities. The installation becomes a social statement, but through
voluntary interaction of the visitor it becomes also a discharge therapy.
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“Left or Right”
Installation
Mixed media
2004
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Om Mani Padme Hum

The culture and thought of well-being in Antuan’s work seem as a strategy
centered on notions of secrets, esoteric knowledge, and hidden meaning
taken from history. His artwork and installations integrate these models and
account for the effectiveness of imagination as symbolic healing in an
allusion to preserving human existence in and beyond art.
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“Om Mani Padme Hum”
Video, 5 min
Production Alquimia Films-Luchi Estevez
2016.

Human Universal Code:

– Ser Humano
– Human Being

– Humano Sin Salud
– Human Without Health

– Adolescente
– Adolescent

– Niño
– Child

– Cuerpo Muerto
– Dead Body

– Seres Humanos en Contradicción
– Human Beings in Contradiction

– Gran Ser Humano de Luz
– Great Illuminated Human Being

– La Pareja de Amor
– Loving Couple

– Grupos
– Groups

– Escalera de Niveles Sociales
– Scale of Social Levels

– Altura de Población
– Population Height

– Unión de Humanos
– Union of Humans

– Sol
– Sun

– Estrellas
– Stars

– Planetas
– Planets

– Lunas
– Moons

– Los Cinco Anillos:
•Tierra •Agua •Fuego •Viento •Vacio
– The Five Rings:
•Earth •Water •Fire •Wind •Emptiness

– Antena
– Antenna

– 4 Puntos Cardinales
– 4 Cardinal Points

– Triángulo-Nave de Luz Receptor de Energia
– Triangle-Light Ship Energy Receiver

– Sonidos y Contenidos
– Sounds and Contents

– Preguntas
– Questions

“Infinity”
24 x 24
Aluminum
2016
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words that kill

Antuan’s work possesses a therapeutic mirror strategy, by which the
observer receives visual feedback to configure a new map of perceived
reality through inclusive metaphors of reality fragments and the preciousness
of experiences. Antuan’s production seems never to cease, as if there is
more to come, pieces made of objects of use, fragments and parts, add-ons,
characterized more by their components than as a methodological strategy.
Antuan’s artworks and installations keep each individual component in its
own distinctive realm of meanings and symbols. Through their identity they
function as hosts of true meaning, giving the viewers a symbolic proof of
origin in which everything has a position set firmly in the present.
Nevertheless, Antuan’s creative strategy seems beyond the walls of the “white
cube.” While keeping prudent distance from alien interests whether political,
economic or social, and/or the demands of politicians, sponsors, managers,
professionals and large audiences, Antuan remains observant of what
Nobel Prize laureate Mario Vargas Llosa calls the “culture of entertainment.”
His work, therefore, provides a window into the lives of others. As he states
in reference to his installations, “I enjoy it if my proposals facilitate an
unrestricted interaction between the public and the work. And a work of art
may be shared with communities through the processes of elaboration,
execution, and installation.”
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“Words That Kill”
Antuan
Room installation mixed media
2011

Archelogy of paths

"One must always maintain one’s connection to the past and yet
ceaselessly pull away from it. To remain in touch with the past
requires a love of memory.
To remain in touch with the past requires a constant imaginative effort."
–Bachelard, Gaston. Fragments of a Poetics of Fire
Antuan circumscribes the elements which keep him in connection with his
own origins, defining geographic places, which display a universal means of
symbolism, never losing his ability to search. His artworks have the therapy
of the mirror strategy, from which the observer receives visual feedback to
configure a new map of his perceived reality through all inclusive metaphors
of reality fragments and the preciousness of the experience created by the
artist. Antuan’s artworks seem never to cease, as if there is more to come,
artworks made of objects of use, fragments, and parts, add-ons,
characterized more by its components than as a methodological strategy.
The works in the Archeology of Path gives us a window into the lives of
others. Creating visual narratives of our times.regarding universall matters
from our societies, facing issues specific to the emergence of the 21st
century, such as; mass migration, climate change and economic instability,
in an increasingly uncertain world. Antuan’s artistic conceptual framework
and resulting art objects address these global issues without losing the
immediate local context through a socially observing arts practice.

“Interpretations”
Series of 54 drawings
15 x 17 inches
2015-2016
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the other Dimension

Vibration 7.8

The Other Dimension reveals an artist who sees the universe and the infinite
from a range of diverse scientific, philosophical and cultural perspectives,
integrated into one single approach. His work, besides its conceptual appeal,
of formal and spatial resolution, engages viewers and their questions and
enigmas concerning the concepts of the universe and communication. It also
confronts shifts in the geopolitical order resulting from the digital revolution
and the codes and paradigms of the sciences and changes in contemporary
currents of visual expression; cartographies that trace the unsettled tensions
that currently exist among society’s diverging belief systems.

Vibration is a mechanical based on the vibration phenomenon present in all
elements of nature and human action. The artist reshapes oscillations in
search of a desired equilibrium point. Departing from sound waves the artists
minimizes unwanted vibrations, expressed through his own spatial narrative.
This gallery contains a series of works which reinterpret the principles of
transit sound and vibration.

“2-projection”
stainless steel
variable
2015

“Vibration 7.8 –Red”
Acrylic on canvas
84 x 56 inches
2016
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Changing Our Fables

On the Verge of the Other Dimension

Societies are facing issues specific to the emergence of the 21st century,
mass migration, climate change, and economic collapse, in an increasingly
uncertain world. Antuan’s artistic conceptual framework and resulting art
objects address these global issues without losing the immediate local
context through a socially observing arts practice. For him a work of art holds
no utopias, but ideas made real and imposed on the world through the
temporary harmony of art.

Antuan’s latest stage of exploration, research, and production, The Other
Dimension, presents an approach related to the constant human concern for
universal communication through forms, symbols and codes. Once again,
his work connects the methodologies of artistic production in harmony with
the tactics of scientific abstraction and social thinking. This new strategy
represents a key shift in Antuan’s extensive body of work. It’s the closing of
a cycle and the beginning of a new conceptual and formal approach.

It is within this context that the art works proposed by Antuan become relevant
within the study of contemporary art. He inscribes his artistic proposals, his
lines of thought, within the crossed territories of history and imagination, when
he states “I approach my research and artistic experimentation to create
works that have the precarious balance and the possibility of collapse linked to
the constant human concern for universal communication through form,
symbols and codes.”
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“The Two Faces of the Coin”
Bronze
2011

“Renaissance”
Photograph printed on stainless steel
52 x 42 inches
2016
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